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HAND WASHING OBSERVATION CHECKLIST 

Check- 

1. Availability of Elbow operated tap- Yes/ No 

2. Availability of Liquid Soap - Yes/ No 

3. Availability of Hand washing Signage - Yes/ No 

4. Hand Washing Signage present at Hand washing point - Yes/ No 

ICN should ask the staff to perform hand washing in her presence, and she will tick each 

checkpoint. Each ‘Yes’ will carry one mark. Each ‘No’ will carry 0 score. No partial marking 

is allowed like 0.5. After the procedure is over total score is to be calculated.  

Sl. 

No. 
Checkpoints 

Yes 

(1 mark) 

No        

(0 mark) 

1.  
Roll up sleeves above elbow (If sleeves are already above elbow, 

allot 1 mark) 
  

2.  
Take off wrist watch, bangles and rings (If any of these is not 

taken off, allot 0) 
  

3.  Ensure no nail polish   

4.  Wet hands up to elbow with running water   

5.  Take (5ml/one full press) of liquid soap in palm.   

6.  Apply the soap to cover the hand surfaces   

7.  
Rub right palm over left palm with fingers interlaced for 10 

seconds 
  

8.  
Rub left palm over right palm with fingers interlaced for 10 

seconds 
  

9.  Whether fingers were interlaced during palm to palm rub   

10.  
Whether palms were actually touching each other during palm to 

palm rub 
  

11.  Rub right palm over left dorsum for 10 seconds   

12.  Rub left palm over right dorsum for 10 seconds   

13.  
Whether palms were actually touching each other during palm to 

dorsum  rub 
  

14.  Rub knuckle of left hand with right palm for 10 seconds   
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15.  Rub knuckle of right hand with left palm for 10 seconds   

16.  Rub thumb of left hand for 10 seconds   

17.  Rub thumb of right hand for 10 seconds   

18.  Whether thumb directed downwards   

19.  
Rub depressed middle part of left palm with clasped finger tips of 

right hand for 10 seconds 
  

20.  
Rub depressed middle part of right palm with clasped finger tips 

of left hand for 10 seconds. 
  

21.  Rub left wrist to elbow  for 10 seconds   

22.  Rub right wrist to elbow for 10 seconds   

23.  Rinse hand with running water   

24.  Turn the tap off by elbow   

25.  Whether staff has counted ten seconds at each step   

Name and designation of the person whose handwashing steps were observed – 

 

Audited byDate and Time- 


